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Abstract-The new phenomenon of clinical ethics is analyzed from a role theoretic perspective that differentiates consulting, teaching, watching, and witnessing. Teaching and consulting are seen as main role alternatives in clinical ethics practice, with watching and witnessing defining transitional states that reveal the complexity of clinical ethics. The problem of the legitimation of clinical ethics is discussed in terms of legal, professional, and social accountability and authorization. It is argued that the problem of legitimation is tied up with the related issue of expertise that, in turn, reflects the complex role alternatives of consulting, teaching, watching, and witnessing. Finally, the question of methodology and practice of clinical ethics is explored in connection with the four role alternatives delineated.
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INTRODUCTION

There are conferences, symposia, journal issues, articles and books devoted to clinical ethics, yet it is relatively unclear what this new phenomenon in medicine amounts to. Should health care providers or medical educators welcome the development of clinical ethics or should they display skepticism or even opposition? Although the alternatives indicated in this question are clear, they hardly provide evidence regarding the nature of the enterprise at issue. For this reason, it would be useful to demarcate the broad outlines of clinical ethics. One approach might be to list features or characteristics that define what self-professed clinical ethicists do. Such a list would include, for example, such diverse activities as consulting, facilitating, teaching counseling, or serving as moral policemen or patient advocates [1, 2]. Without an organizing framework, however, discussing discrete functions tends to promote debate on subsidiary points rather than clarifying main issues.

The goal of the present paper is to give conceptual organization to this field by organizing some of the central possibilities associated with clinical ethics around four social roles [3]. My thesis is that some of the main theoretical and practical problems associated with clinical ethics are expressed in four distinguishable social roles; teaching, watching, witnessing, and consulting. By discussing these activities, we can gain a more secure hold on the phenomenon of clinical ethics and the problems associated with it. This approach is not meant to preclude alternative analyses, but to offer one way to understand some of the questions and issues that are central to clinical ethics. Teaching and consulting are more commonly recognized roles than watching and witnessing, but the latter are especially important because they define transitional states between teaching and consulting. Thus, understanding watching and witnessing affords a way to understand both the affinities and the oppositions between teaching and consulting as aspects of clinical ethics.

TEACHING

Teaching is the best known aspect of clinical ethics [4-6]. Teaching clinical ethics primarily involves teaching ethics in a clinical setting. Primarily, clinical ethics teaching is teaching that occurs with health professions students, usually medical students or house staff, on rounds, in wards, or at the bedside-in other words, in situations in which the students are in the midst of their clinical education. Such teaching is a natural culmination of the uniquely applied or practical thrust of bioethics. This teaching has also influenced more traditional classroom teaching of medical ethics. Giving precedence to cases that arise in the actual practice of medicine (or actual cases of health policy) is increasingly evident even in university or college-level bioethics courses and has been stimulated, no doubt, by the increasing availability of collections of cases and case studies that can be used to supplement or replace anthologies or textbooks that previously tended to focus on theories and staple problems such as abortion, allocation of resources, euthanasia, or informed consent. This development is one illustration of the influence that clinical ethics has had on biomedical ethics.

As a social role, however, clinical teaching is an unstable expression of biomedicale ethics. Traditionally, students go to the professor who teaches in his own setting. The development of programs in medical ethics and medical humanities, however, has brought individuals educated in the liberal arts out of traditional classroom settings and into medical education and the practice of medicine. In some cases, this movement has simply been from the undergraduate or graduate course in medical ethics to the lecture course or seminar for medical students, but it has increasingly involved philosophers and other academics in actual clinical teaching [7-11]. Clinical teaching and learning differ from traditional teaching and learning in a number of ways. First, the setting of the clinic is primarily a practice setting. The subject taught is the clinical practice; hence, the clinical teacher understandably has a different orientation than the teacher in more typical academic settings.
One cannot primarily conduct minilectures, review of readings, or discussions of ethical theory. Instead, clinical ethics is taught primarily in response to the daily ongoings of the particular clinical service. This requires the teacher to illumine that setting with specifically ethical reflection and discourse.

This, of course, does not mean that knowledge of ethical theory and concepts is left behind. Knowledge of ethical concepts, principles, and theories certainly serves to organize one's observations and judgments, but the primary goal is not to teach these concepts and principles in some theoretically sophisticated way; rather, the goal is to develop skills of judgment such as identifying the relevant ethical aspects of the case and the ethically acceptable options. Ethical concepts, principles, and theories are certainly discussed in the course of clinical ethics teaching, but such discussion is both motivated and constrained by the case or problem at hand.

Teaching clinical ethics thus has two distinguishable, but related aspects: first, demonstrating by example how to resolve a particular, usually immediate, problematic case and second, contributing to the ethical agency of students by increasing their knowledge and awareness of the ethical and value dimensions of their day-to-day interactions with patients and peers, as well as by fostering the development of specific skills of analysis, decision making, and judgment that characterize mature moral agents occupying the physician's role.

Teaching clinical ethics thus deviates from more typical classroom teaching of ethics or biomedical ethics in at least two important senses. First, clinical ethics is taught in a professional or practice setting. Second, differences in the settings are enhanced by a difference in the conception of the educational process that places greater emphasis on role modeling, character building, and skill acquisition than on theoretical, cognitive understanding. In fact, even within professional medical education there is a difference, and at times a tension, between the orientation of the basic science curriculum and the clinical curriculum, a difference that at least somewhat mirrors differences between college or university medical ethics courses and clinical ethics teaching.

Teachers of clinical ethics undoubtedly bring their primary discipline and disciplinary interests with them. Insofar as they sustain an academic orientation towards medicine they can be described as engaging in a disinterested and objective watching, but such an orientation naturally slides into other orientations that involve less a disinterested observation and more an engaged participation. In order to see the significance of these possibilities, I turn now to the role of watching which seems a natural corollary of the teaching role.

WATCHING

By the term watching I mean an activity engaged in by a number of professionals, mostly academics such as anthropologists, communication specialists, economists, philosophers, or sociologists. It consists in the study, through various formal and informal observational methods and techniques, of the practice of medicine.

Commitment to the ideals of objectivity and disinterestedness is a hallmark of watching and is often appealed to as a way to legitimate this activity [12, 13]. Watching consists in a family of activities which range from direct or in-person involvement such as participant observation to highly indirect manipulation of attitude or behavioral survey instruments. In the broadest use of the term, even historians or literary scholars who study medicine through various texts would be seen as watchers.

The features of disinterestedness and objectivity are crucial. Whether the activity actually yields objective, scientifically valid, or statistically adequate results is not important for present purposes, but rather that these activities share a general ideal of learning about medicine by means of a disinterested and disengaged study. For present purposes, however, those examples of watching in which the watcher has direct or in-person involvement in medical practice are most important. The fieldworker in anthropology or sociology provides the clearest examples, but others engaged in clinical ethics also can be described as watchers.

For example, Albert Jonsen has identified himself as a watcher in an article that mainly explains his belief that his own doctor watching is "right and good" [14]. For present purposes, I am more concerned with the language that he uses to describe this activity than his main line of argument to justify his own doctor watching. He says:

In recent years, certain persons have arranged to watch from a distance. The number of the spectators seems to have grown. They are usually academic people, sociologists, anthropologists, economists, or even philosophers. They do not have a license to look and listen to doctors and patients. Their justification is a discipline of some sort that claims its methods and insights will somehow improve the quality of those activities. So they watch at a distance (or sometimes only watch in their mind's eye) and write articles and books, describing, criticizing, counting, clarifying, and occasionally complaining. Our culture had transformed the fascinating pastime of doctor watching into a science. We have elevated the gaping crowd into a bevy of professors and graduate students. We have orchestrated the crowds who gaped into a critical.

Johsen goes on to describe his own activities:

I can hardly complain about all this. I am one of those doctor watchers. Decorated only with a doctorate in religious studies, I migrated into a medical school, where I have been professing medical ethics for a decade. I follow the little party of doctors, nurses, and medical students to the bedside of very sick people. I read patients' charts, talk about patients' ills, participate in discussions about patients' fates. Though I eschew the pretension of white coat and beeper, I admit to some gratification at being "inside." More than that, I believe I have some right to be there and that my being there does some good to doctors and patients alike [14, p. 1532].

These passages nicely capture the core elements of watching. Watching is a disinterested, disengaged, and disciplined observation of medicine for the purpose of gaining understanding of the practice of medicine. Of course, it is also possible that watching medicine will benefit medical practice generally, but that is a long-range good to be secured by a general improvement in knowledge and understanding, rather than an immediate benefit. This does not mean
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that all benefit is precluded. Rather, the distinction concerns whether the watcher's activities are intended as a contribution to generalizable knowledge of medicine or to the particular observational setting [151.

**WITNESSING**

A third role with which clinical ethics has affinities is witnessing. In the role of witnessing the distance which the ideal of objective and disinterested observation establishes between watcher and subject is reduced. Watching grades into witnessing whenever the watcher of medical practice is drawn into the scene of social action as agent or resident expert. Anthropologist Charles Bosk, for example, has described, the witnessing role which emerged for him in a study of genetic counselors [16]. The counselors invited him to observe their counseling and decisionmaking activities. He became an invited guest, because they thought he might help them. In effect, the genetic counselors confronted Bosk, the social scientist, with expectations that he was to be immediately useful. He was asked to provide concrete data about such things as how class differences and family structure affected understanding [16, p. 12]. He was also asked to participate in discussion of the handling of cases and in the formulation of policy. In previous work, Bosk studied surgeons [17]. In that work, he reports that he was rarely asked how he would manage cases. Hence, he was able to adhere more closely to the ideal of anthropologist as disinterested observer. In studying genetic counselors, however, Bosk says he found it necessary to observe their counseling and decisionmaking activities, inasmuch as he was expected to be immediately useful.

What separates witnessing for doctors from merely watching them with some well-directed set of academic purposes at hand is this: witnessing seems more directed to establishing or ratifying a moral community than mere watching...

In a curious way I came to symbolize for the group the moral community outside the hospital-my presence in highly problematic situations became a sign of approbation from the larger community. At one level this exacerbated my difficulties giving the group negative feedback, but it resolved them at another. I could speak as "segments" of the community and raise any objections in a voice that did not seem to be my own [16, p. 13].

As described by Bosk, witnessing can be a basic part of the fieldworker's role at three levels. First, at an empirical level, the fieldworker helps to confirm that things are as they seem. He participates in the social definition of reality. As he puts it, "I helped to make the incredible credible" [16, p. 13]. Second, the fieldworker as witness can provide subjects with a sense of legal protection as well. For example, Bosk describes how he was asked to observe cases in which a lawsuit was threatened. In these circumstances, the counselors asked him not to take notes and to forego obtaining consent lest he be called as a legal witness against them in any ensuing lawsuit. Also, when a lawyer was gathering data for a wrongful life case, the group pressed him into service as an 'expert witness' capable of stating what 'really' happened [16, p. 13].

The third, and probably most important, level at which the fieldworker might take on the role of witness is in functioning to establish or to ratify the moral community that defines the practice in question. Bosk believes that he was invited 'inside' to watch genetic counselors precisely because they expected him to play this religious role of witness. He was allowed to view their uncertainties, anxieties, and doubts, thereby enabling him to see the group of genetic counselors functioning "in an intensely religious and spiritual way" [16, p. 13]. In short, he was invited into the private meditation and ceremonies of a group of genetic counselors wherein they revealed their deepest feelings and beliefs, expressed their uncertainties and anxieties, and carried out their ceremonial rituals. Much like a rabbi at a slaughterhouse, he served to 'purify and sanctify messy situations'.

Witnessing is a role that clinical ethicists also often find themselves in [18].

The role of witness brings the person doing clinical ethics into the practice in an intimate fashion; he participates in rather than simply observes the social definition of reality. In effect, the witness is socialized in the practice in question in such a way that he reflects the process of socialization, its definition of reality and its important values and beliefs back to the participants in the practice, thereby validating the sense of reality of the practice, insofar as the witness is not accepted totally within the practice. The witness maintains the quality of stranger to the practitioners.

Simply put, strangers are those individuals who are not socialized or grounded in a group's traditional values and structures [19]. Because they lack such grounding or familiarity, they tend to have more mobility than members of the group. They are unconstrained by the very social roles and activities that define group membership. Hence, they are unfamiliar in the taken-for-granted world of everyday life that constitutes the practice setting. The witness as stranger helps to establish for the group the sense of what it means to be 'inside' and 'outside' the group's process and structure.

Larry Churchill has advocated conceiving the ethicist in professional education as a stranger. As teacher the ethicist in a professional school is a precariously placed stranger. Indeed, according to Churchill, alienation is necessary for the ethicist to be able to advocate and undertake normative inquiry regarding the practice in question. As such, the ethicist in a professional or clinical setting must seek that critical distance from the profession from which he can gain insights about professional values. The frequent ambiguity and sense of placelessness that accompanies this task is both a professional liability and an asset to the ethicist, as to the stranger [20].

Insofar as the witness maintains this ambiguous role, he is able to function at what Bosk terms 'the empirical level', namely in helping to confirm that things are as they seem. In clinical ethics this often involves confirming the perplexity and tragic consequences that frequently characterize medical decision making and the sense of failure that haunts even the most competent practitioner. In effect, the witness reflects to members of the social group in question the validity or accuracy of their attitudes, experiences, or judgments. This can become problematic if the witness is wrongly infused with a sense of authority that
is seen by members of this group as conferring on practitioners immunity from accountability [21].

In teaching hospitals, for example, the clinical ethicist is usually an academic colleague, teacher and researcher and so naturally is a member of a larger enterprise that weds education and practice. At what point the teacher of ethics moves from being a stranger to an intimate or colleague who is supposed to keep secrets is hard to determine. More importantly, what secrets should be kept just because one is 'inside' the practice? Intractable conflicts are probably infrequent, but their possibility seems to be a natural outcome of the clinical ethicist's role. These conflicts, however, cannot be resolved simply by insisting on an alternative role, namely that of watching [22-24]. The defense that it is 'not my job', because I am a teacher or researcher and not a moral policeman or whatever seems to substitute a task conception of responsibility for moral role responsibility [25]. There is thus an inevitable and generally overlooked moral tension at the very heart of clinical ethics.

Insofar as witnessing involves ceremonial functions, the clinical ethicists can become the embodiment of group values and ideals; the witness can support and reinforce the status quo, the traditional values of the practice, by offering a quasi-authoritative reflection or articulation of the beliefs and values that define the practice and/or the clinical ethicist can help reshape the practice, especially when there is a continuous relationship with a clerkship or service. It is not surprising that the ceremonial function gives rise to the expectation that the witness will 'protect' practitioners from the threat of outsiders, including lawsuits. The priestly role often carries with it the expectation that the devout will be granted such protection if only they believe according to the true values and ideals of the group. Conformity to group norms requires that ranks be closed around the group; individuals must suppress autonomously derived values, beliefs, or interpretations of reality and instead conform to the authoritative vision that the group defines [26]. The problems that might arise for the clinical ethicist in connection with this functioning are legion.

At the same time, functioning as a witness confers an authority on the clinical ethicist that academic qualifications and effectiveness in watching or teaching does not. It is natural, then, that the clinical ethicist, even if he conceives himself primarily as a disinterested and disengaged academic watcher of medicine, will sometimes take on witnessing functions. This move is fraught with danger, but it also empowers the clinical ethicist in a unique fashion. As witness, the clinical ethicist can try to shape group values and develop new commitments. As witness, the clinical ethicist can actually provide a kind of role model for practitioners. Also, it should not be forgotten that clinicians who invite and make welcome a stranger who primarily watches or teaches are themselves evidencing an openness and trust that invites participating in the transformation of the practice. One natural outgrowth of this participation, whether occasioned through clinical teaching or through witnessing functions, is involvement in consultative activities.

In the role of consultant the clinical ethicist is engaged in medicine in a unique way as an expert able to offer practically useful advice. The primary expectations involve advice giving or decision making. Unlike the disinterested and objective ideal of the watcher or the integrated, religious, or ceremonial function of the witness, the consultant is expected to address particular problematic cases or issues and to render expert advice, opinion, and recommendations. Unlike the teacher whose role is defined in terms of academic or educational functions, the consultant is primarily a practitioner.

A prerequisite for ethics consultation is the belief that the consultant has special qualifications in the sense of possessing the appropriate expertise and skills. In the typical situation an ethics consultant is requested to bring expertise to bear on a troublesome case or problem. Usually, the consultation is initiated by the attending physician or, in a teaching hospital, by the resident or house staff physician in charge of the case. Occasionally, consultations might be initiated by other members of a health care team or, under the aegis of an ethics committee, by family or patients. These latter possibilities cause ethics consultations to deviate structurally from more typical clinical consultations. To assess these deviations, it is useful to have a clear conception of the main characteristics of typical clinical consultations [27].

First, the clinical consultant is expected to function as an independent professional within the clinical setting, but under the direction of the primary physician. The qualification 'under the direction of the primary physician' is not meant to compromise the independent status of the consultant, but to note that consultations generally do not establish an independent relationship over and against the primary physician patient relationship. Similarly, ethics consultation is directed to problems within or associated with the primary physician patient relationship [28, 29].

Second, the consultant brings to bear relevant expertise, skill, and training in the analysis, identification, and evaluation of problems or issues involved in caring for an individual patient.

Third, the consultant, subject to institutional rules and peer-established procedures, provides a consultative report and/or recommendation primarily to the attending physician, but perhaps also to the patient, family, and other staff involved in the case.

Fourth, the consultative report consists in a review of the case history, discussion of the consultant's findings including the tests performed, statement of the management problem(s), and recommendations for further investigations or interventions to address the problems identified.

There is considerable variation in the details of clinical consultative practice, but the features identified above will usually be exhibited across the board, including ethics consultation. As in clinical consultations, ethics consultation is partly determined by the requesting physician who usually is free to identify the problem or the issues that require attention and thereby to preliminarily define the consultant's involvement with the case. The choice of
an ethics consultant, like that of other clinical consultants, itself affects the consultation process. Consultations requested through a hospital ethics committee, initiated by the request of patients, family members, or other staff, necessarily represent departures from more typical clinical consultations. Also, administrative or staff rules might define the scope of activity of the ethics consultant. Such rules might apply either to all consultations or be specific to ethics consultation. Such rules might specify, for example, whether the attending physician alone or others such as patient, family or nursing staff, can initiate a consultation, whether the consultant should enter notes in the patient’s medical record and, if so, where such notation is made—in the progress notes, nursing notes, or elsewhere. The delineation of these (possibly extensive) variations in the process of ethics consultation is an important empirical task that has yet to be carried out [30-34].

Consultation-like activities often occur in the course of clinical ethics teaching. Problematic cases arise in the course of conducting or participating in teaching rounds on a regular basis. Indeed, there seems to be a congruence between cases that seem to require consultation and cases that provide interesting teaching material. This congruence can be problematic if cases are chosen simply because they cohere with well-recognized paradigmatic problems of medical ethics. Exclusive attention to these paradigms can deflect attention from more typical cases or more mundane aspects of practice that may be more appropriate subject matter for clinical teaching and reflection. In any event, advice and help with cases is frequently sought [35]. A sure way for a clinical ethicist to lose credibility with clinical colleagues is to prescind from offering such help. Nonetheless, consulting is structurally and functionally different from teaching.

Ethics consultation assumes a relevant expertise, possession of relevant skills or methods, by which the consultative goal can be accomplished. As an activity it is directed toward the goal of advice-giving or decision making. Unlike the watcher of medical practice, whose goal is primarily to attain an ‘objective’ knowledge or understanding of medicine for academic purposes and who functions by maintaining a disengaged or impartial observational stance, the ethics consultant is engaged as a specialized practitioner in the clinical setting. Yet, the ethics consultant is not a practitioner of medicine as such, but an individual who brings an independent expertise to bear on problematic cases or issues in medical practice [36]. Compared with medical practitioners, the ethics consultant does manifest a relatively disinterested attitude towards much of the clinical detail and process, but this disinterest should not be confused with the academic methodological stance of the watcher whose goal is to develop a specific knowledge or understanding rather than to aid actual clinical decision making.

Unlike the witness, whose goal and functions consist in reinforcing or ratifying a set of moral values as they come into question in a practice setting by directly participating in various ceremonies associated with the social definition of reality, the consultant functions within medicine as an identified expert who functions independently to offer advice or recommendations in specific cases presenting ethical problems. As such, the practice of ethics consultation assumes the autonomy and competence of practitioners as well as the integrity of clinical medicine. Since the practice is not viewed, even implicitly, as in question as it is in the functions of the witness—the consultant does not have to ‘protect’ the practitioners against external threats, does not have to reduce anxiety or reinforce group values. Rather ethics consultation assumes that practitioners are mature and self-critical and that problems and conflicts in the course of medical practice are amenable to rational analysis and decision making. Of course, anxiety reduction, reinforcement of group values, or protection from external threats may also be achieved by ethics consultation, but not as the primary goal.

Paradoxically, the very features that demarcate clinical ethics as an academic discipline, namely its claim to being a disinterested, discipline-based study of medicine, establish a basis for the claim of expertise and create difficulties for truly consultative functioning. Consulting cannot be done from afar, but requires a practical involvement in the clinical setting. Both the practical or ‘clinical’ involvement and the relation of this involvement to academic or professional qualifications have occasioned much consternation and debate. Under the rubric of ‘applied ethics’ or ‘applied philosophy’ these issues have been enjoined theoretically in terms of the nature of philosophical knowledge, the proper function and contribution of philosophical analysis or discourse, and the professional qualifications of the consultant.

Consultative activities have certainly evolved from and, no doubt many would argue, fit naturally as a component function of an academic appointed primarily to teach and to conduct research in medical ethics, but ethics consultation has also developed along a different line and in response to different interests and pressures. Recommendations of the President’s Commission, decisions by various courts, and even the Baby Doe regulations have stimulated the establishment of hospital ethics committees and undoubtedly have encouraged the interest in and practice of ethics consultation. The developments have considerably complicated the picture [37].

ETHICS COMMITTEES

Except in rare circumstances, the committee structure seems ill-suited to carry out the tasks usually performed by individual consultants. Of course, the ethics committee can delegate responsibility to gather information such as interviewing the attending physician, patient, family members, or staff as appropriate or to review the medical record, but necessarily committee involvement complicates the process. At a minimum it usually formalizes the process of deliberation, and introduces procedural considerations or requirements. While concurrent review of troublesome cases by a hospital ethics committee can be conducted along the broad lines sketched above, it is also certain that many committee ‘consultations’ are more akin to quasi-legal or administrative review than clinical consultations. Similarly, retrospective review or after-the-fact consultation seems more like
routine teaching activities such as grand rounds or clinical case conferences than true consultations. It is important to remember that just as the term clinical ethics denotes a variety of activities so does ethics consultation, especially when viewed in terms of hospital ethics committee activities, is probably best regarded as a class composed of members that exhibit a broad set of family resemblances, but no logically sufficient defining features.

The development of hospital ethics committees is important for clinical ethics, because it introduces a new avenue into clinical ethics besides the traditional academic or educational appointment and because it highlights consulting as an aspect of clinical ethics. Committees composed of members who lack any (or who have very little specific) training in ethics are nowadays ‘doing’ clinical ethics alongside and sometimes in competition with more formally trained individuals. This commitment to practice naturally raises questions regarding the authority, expertise, and methodology requisite for ethics consultation; however, their complexity prohibits anything but a general treatment in the present paper.

Questions about the authority, expertise, and methodology of ethics consultation are aspects of a broader question, namely what legitimates clinical ethics generally. Because this question cannot be divorced from the component activities of teaching, watching, witnessing, and consulting, I doubt that an uncontroversial answer can be given. However, it is possible and important to indicate that the question of legitimation of clinical ethics itself involves three different, but nonexclusive aspects: legal, professional, and social accountability or authorization [38].

**LEGIMATION**

The question of legal authorization for clinical ethics depends on whether one is discussing teaching, watching, witnessing, or consulting. Teaching and watching do not seem to present special problems. In most cases, the clinical ethicist’s academic appointment brings with it sufficient authorization. Whenever the clinical ethicist is engaged in formal research rather than teaching, however, the canons and regulations governing research with human subjects come into play, though it is not apparent that most clinical ethicists think of their observational interactions in the clinic as falling under these requirements. Since clinical ethics is usually part of educational programs, access to patients and patient records occur under the aegis of the educational mission; the usual methods of legitimating clinical educational activities such as peer review by curriculum or clerkship committees and consent of patients should apply here as well.

Witnessing represents a more difficult case largely because witnessing includes an array of activities or functions, some of which seem necessary for functioning in clinical or therapeutic contexts, yet which do not provide a basis for an independent legitimation of clinical ethics. A good deal of witnessing functions are carried out explicitly by practitioners such as pastoral counselors and clinical-liason psychologists, pastors, and lay counselors, and that they are engaged in a peer counseling role. It is well recognized that the clinical ethicist’s consultation effectively in the clinic is necessary for the enactment of these functions.

**Consultation**

The question of legal authorization for clinical ethics raises consideration of the ethical dimensions of the case are often overlooked or ignored by both the primary physician and the psychiatrist [emphasis added] [39, 40].

Since witnessing functions necessarily include interactions that are ethically-charged, so to speak, these functions should be seen as aspects of clinical ethics and not as part of other therapeutic or quasi-therapeutic roles. The vagaries of the witnessing role thus makes it doubtful that witnessing can sustain an independent legitimation.

Consultative activities by far present the most serious, yet interesting problems of authorization. There is certainly a sense in which consultative activities are part of teaching and are closely affiliated with watching and witnessing. Despite this fact, it is important to distinguish the informal giving of advice and making recommendations that occurs in the course of teaching clinically and formal consultation. Formal consultations are part of most professional practices and are usually covered by licensure [41]. Physicians, nurses, psychologists, or lawyers who serve as consultants are licensed by the state to practice. Consulting is but one form of practice which is authorized by state-granted license. There is, indeed, something counter-intuitive about the notion of a state-licensed consultant in ethics, but the concept is not obviously self-contradictory. Presumably, licensure has evolved both to assure that a standard is maintained in a particular practice and that practitioners are assigned a specific and general legal accountability for their actions and omissions and specific privileges such as protection of confidentiality or the very basic privilege of engaging in the practice in question, but licensure is not the only form of legal authorization. Legal authority might also develop in a nonstatutory sense, through court decisions involving ethics consultants directly or through courts’ reliance on individuals involved in ethics consultation as ‘expert witnesses’ (42, 431). Of course, because something is not formally permitted or regulated by law, no implications follow regarding its legal prohibition or its ethical justification.
hitals or medical schools can create programs in clinical ethics. The effectiveness of such programs importantly depends on the degree to which clinical colleagues accept and support ethics teaching and consulting in the clinical setting thereby establishing a socially-derived authority for clinical ethics. Given society’s enthrallment with legal authorization, this informal, socially-derived form of authorization is likely to pale in comparison. However, roles become effective not just because legislatures or courts explicitly require or permit certain kinds of activities, but because participants in the social setting in question actually support and make possible the enactment of roles. To be sure, legalistic requirements may make institutions and practitioners more receptive to clinical ethics, but it may also create a backlash that is especially relevant in the context of formalized ethics consultations conducted by hospital ethics committees.

At present, there is little evidence regarding the kind of social mechanisms that support clinical ethics. Everyone involved is likely to agree, however, that some network or system of support is essential, but what actually defines that support is presently more a matter of anecdote than data. Distinguishing the teaching, watching, witnessing, and consulting aspects of clinical ethics should be helpful in this regard insofar as the social authorization that occurs or fails to occur might be focused on one or another of these roles.

Finally, there is professional authorization, that is, authorization dependent upon professionally-recognized attainment of knowledge, skills, and proficiencies judged essential for clinical ethics. Such professional authorization might take the form of, for example, PhD programs in clinical ethics creating a subspeciality within the discipline of philosophy [44]. Or, recognizing that other academic avenues are available for access to clinical ethics such as graduate training in theological ethics or postdoctoral training in clinical medical ethics, an interdisciplinary professional certification might be more appropriate. Unlike either legal or social authorization which, in an important sense, are external, professional authorization is based upon the acknowledgement by peers that an individual has obtained sufficient levels of proficiency or credentials to be recognized as professionally competent. Typically, legal authorization, e.g., licensure, formalizes a process of professional authorization and social authorization also seems to rely, at least in part, on the possession of professional credentials. This observation explains why considerable uncertainty surrounds the status of clinical ethics today.

THE ISSUE OF EXPERTISE

Questions regarding professional or other authorization ultimately hinge on the question of expertise or qualification. Since it is widely agreed that there is no general consensus regarding the relevant theories and principles systematically defining ethics, anyone doing clinical ethics could not be said to apply such principles or theories in a fashion analogous to the way a clinical consultant might be said to normally apply a specialized knowledge [45]. Therefore, it is frequently argued that the ethics consultant cannot be a specialist in the same sense as the typical clinical consultant, and clinical ethicists cannot provide authoritative advice, because they have no special technical expertise [46-48]. It is assumed that the expertise involved consists in the knowledge of ethical theory, the skills of ethical analysis, and, most importantly, the ability to deductively apply ethical theory to cases and practical problems.

Arthur Caplan has pointed out that this view of applied philosophy or clinical ethics seems to be based on a conception of ethics that is strikingly analogous to the model of nomological explanation that dominated the philosophy of science for many years [35]. Explanation on the nomological-deductive model was regarded simply as a matter of deduction from theory accomplished by supplementing laws and principles with the appropriate boundary conditions, bridge principles, and empirical descriptions. The process of explanation was to be carried out in a value-free fashion by individuals dedicated to the ideals of advancement of human understanding and scientific progress. This view, which Caplan has termed the engineering model of applied ethics, assumes that (1) there is a body of knowledge that persons can be more or less knowledgeable about; (2) this knowledge becomes applied by deducing conclusions from theories in light of relevant empirical facts; and (3) the deduction can and must be carried out in an impartial, disinterested, and value-free fashion [49].

In broad terms, this view of clinical or applied ethics is compatible with the roles of watching and traditional views of teaching, and probably draws considerable tacit support from these quarters. Both teaching and watching are committed to or dependent upon a body of discipline-based, objective knowledge that is defined in terms of a set of specific theories and principles. Such objective knowledge is often regarded as conferring a value-free or ‘objective’ orientation to reality. Hence, it is not surprising that applied or ethical ethics has been both defended and criticized in terms that give priority to objective, impartial watching. After all, watching is a natural extension of the traditional role of teaching that preserves important ties with the traditional academic and scholarly commitments of philosophy. It also preserves for the clinical ethicist a tie to an academic tradition and provides occasions for critical reflection on medical practice which are readily capable of being transferred (or applied, in a reverse direction) to theoretical research [50-52]. Neither witnessing nor consulting has these natural ties, a fact that is a source of embarrassment and anxiety for many academically-minded clinical ethicists.

The bias toward watching and teaching (and away from witnessing and consulting) has roots in twentieth century moral philosophy. Until recently, the view that there is no such thing as moral expertise and that moral philosophers are not moral experts was widely held, as Peter Singer has pointed out [53]. Even now, despite the prominence of bioethics and the important contributions that it has made to ethics and philosophy, skepticism about the possibility of moral expertise is expressed [54]. This skepticism is at least partly attributable to doubts about the legi-
mate authority that a moral expert or clinical ethicist could claim. Such doubts, as already noted, are more helpfully expressed in terms of the question of authorization than theoretically as an issue of the justification of moral knowledge. Although these issues are too complex to be taken up here, it is interesting to note that discussion of these issues exhibits preconceived academic notions of what doing ethics consists in, notions which gravitate toward teaching and watching and away from witnessing and consulting.

For example, armed with a familiarity with moral concepts, training in the logic of moral argument, and the luxury of time to gather information and to think about moral questions-elements that Peter Singer regards as defining expertise in ethics-the applied philosopher is presumably supposed to function impartially and objectively in medicine. Nicholas Rescher has argued that the proper `application' of philosophy is not in the substantive application of theories and principles to the solution of practical problems, but rather in the methodological clarification of problems: there remains that other, less committed way of `applying' philosophy where what is at issue is not the substance (results, findings) of philosophical inquiry, but its methods. In this methodological setting, we treat problems at arm's length rather than taking a committed position regarding their resolution. We delineate the issues, clarify the problems, pinpoint what questions must be decided, and examine what sorts of considerations must be taken into account. What is at issue here is a matter of problem-clarification, something which, useful though it is, stops well short of problem-resolution [12, p. 8].

The tension between these simplistic characterizations and the descriptive reality of clinical ethics developed above should be apparent. Caplan argues that in emphasizing technical ability and skills, the engineering model fails to actually take into account what those actually working in the field do [49, p. 13]-a point that can hardly be overemphasized. What those working in the field actually do, however, is a more complex phenomenon than is generally acknowledged.

THE PRACTICE OF CLINICAL ETHICS

What main features of clinical ethics stand out from the four roles just discussed? Two skills stand out beyond the technical skills mentioned above: moral diagnosis and reflective moral judgment. Moral diagnosis involves the ability to identify and classify moral issues and problems; it consists in the ability to discover moral problems or the ethical dimensions of practice where none were previously thought to exist. In sum, the philosopher doing applied ethics should be able to (a) see moral issues others have missed, (b) anticipate the issues before they actually occur, and (c) properly classify the moral problems which arise in the ordinary ebb and flow of events in public and professional life. A knowledge of moral theories, traditions and concepts allows the moral philosopher to see the normative aspects of the ordinary events in ways that those directly involved do not and sometimes will not [49, p. 14].

Clearly, to exercise these abilities the clinical ethicist must be situated close enough to the practice to be intimately familiar with the everyday flow of events and yet sufficiently withdrawn to permit perspective perception and critical reflection. In being able to identify and classify the ethical aspects of the practice, clinical ethicists bring a knowledge of traditions and theories which allow them to deliberate about and judge ethical matters in ways not available to the lay person [49, p. 15]. This does not mean, however, that the clinical ethicist assumes a given ethical theory, tradition, or world view and applies it to the given circumstances. The clinical ethicist is not simply a disinterested and objective observer able to judge from a privileged perspective; instead, the process involved is more complex.

In the first place; the clinical ethicist is actively engaged in the process of problem identification and solution. This means that he is primarily involved in the definition of the problem, in identifying the relevant facts and interpreting their significance for the problem at hand, rather than in the application of some moral rule or algorithm to settle the case. For this reason the clinical ethicist is better seen as trying to forge or create an ethic than simply applying one already formed. In so doing, the clinical ethicist is necessarily existentially engaged in the practice; he exhibits this engagement by being committed to a process of working to establish shared moral commitments [55]. Clearly, such a process is more compatible with witnessing or teaching than watching. How this process fits with the consulting role, however, is less clear. Certainly, a knowledge of moral concepts, traditions, and theories, is highly relevant if only in helping to interpret the concrete case. Utilizing such knowledge, however, must not be thought of as a technical matter of logically deducing or applying the relevant concepts, principles, or theories to particular cases or circumstances. Instead, a more complex process seems to be at work, a process that is similar to Aristotle's notion of phronesis or practical reasoning [56, 57]. This process involves reflective moral judgment.

Terrence Ackerman has argued that such reflection is central to clinical ethics and consists in first, analytic procedures useful in identifying courses of action that effectively respect shared moral priorities; second, since conduct in accordance with selective courses of action in specific circumstances might produce consequences which we either value or disvalue, moral assessment of the alternative solutions to a problem must include an understanding and accurate assessment of relevant facts or data; third, identification of alternative ways in which the problem might be resolved so as to allow the consultant to creatively fashion an alternative that respects relevant values; and fourth, a comparative assessment of how an alternative plan of action will achieve or fail to achieve states of affairs represented by relevant moral values [55, pp. 311-313].

The process of reflective moral judgment thus involves reflectively seeing and articulating coral issues in the welter of conflicting percepts: that characterize the clinical setting. So conceived, moral judgment involves sensitivity and thoughtful
whether and how different relationships alter the duties and rights of affected individuals. And most importantly, reflective moral judgment seeks to identify solutions to moral problems which are actually effective in achieving moral priorities in practice [58]. Whether the teacher, watcher, witness, or consultant is best suited to meet these demands is unclear, but the conflicting tendencies in each of these roles for the task at hand also seems clear enough.
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